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The QVSource Google Analytics
Connector Brings Real-Time
Business Insight and Intelligence to
Funding Circle
Funding Circle was set up in the UK in 2010 as a marketplace for people to lend money to businesses that were looking for funding. Funding Circle’s business model addressed
two big problems in the UK: Businesses were struggling to
access finance, while savers were getting a poor return on
their investments.
Since then, the company has experienced phenomenal growth. By 2013, Funding Circle had
attracted 61,000 lenders and lent £182 million to businesses. Having recently expanded to the
US, Funding Circle is currently lending an average of £4 million per month to businesses across
the UK and North America. And, it is by no means a complacent company; Funding Circle is a
success-driven organisation with a hugely dynamic and ambitious staff.

Andy Mendelsohn
CTO
Funding Circle

“The fundamental benefit of the
QVSource
Google Analytics
Connector is
that it provides
much easier access to real-time
website data
analysis than
any other product on the market.”

The Challenge
With the number of Funding Circle employees approaching 100, it became increasingly apparent
that a sophisticated business intelligence tool was required to allow staff to share data across
the business in real-time.
Funding Circle assessed QlikView from Qlik and QVSource from Industrial CodeBox in parallel,
as the complimentary solutions integrated well, and together they addressed specific business
challenges that the Funding Circle team were facing.
In May 2013, Funding Circle made the decision to select QlikView and QVSource over competitive products.

The Solution
The QlikView technology was chosen for its robust, fully functional, superior business intelligence capability that would scale to support Funding Circle’s aggressive growth. The QlikView
dashboards were impressive and rapidly delivered. The in-memory engine was particularly appealing as it would allow the Funding Circle team to combine and compare real-time data with
historical data.
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The QVSource technology addressed a business challenge that could not be solved by any other
competing organisation; Funding Circle wanted to integrate data from Google Analytics into its
business intelligence engine, to gain a deeper understanding of visitor behaviour across their websites. QVSource provides a Google Analytics Connector that specifically addresses this requirement.
As a consequence, the business intelligence tools from QVSource and QlikView are now being
used by many departments within Funding Circle, to better understand business activity, to monitor trends and respond accordingly, and to continue on their ambitious growth path.

“Integration played a huge role in our decision to go with QlikView
and QVSource. Insight into Google Analytics was extremely important to our business intelligence requirements, and QVSource
was the only tool that could solve this problem for us.”
Andy Mendelsohn, Chief Technology Officer,
Funding Circle

The Benefits of QVSource

The QVSource technology
addressed a business

The QVSource Google Analytics Connector feeds a new stream of data into Funding Circle’s interactive business intelligence dashboard, in a consistent and automated manner. As a result, Funding Circle has improved its holistic view of day-to-day business, and has a better understanding of
how website activity is impacting revenue. In addition, as QlikView stores historical data from the
QVSource Connector, as well as presenting real-time data, Funding Circle is able to carry out sophisticated web traffic analysis, to measure month-by-month changes and developments.

challenge that could not
be solved by any other
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The QVSource Google Analytics Connector Configuration Panel

Download a free trial of QVSource from www.qvsource.com

In fact, the QVSource Google Analytics Connector has had a positive impact on the performance
of many departments within Funding Circle:



The management team can now evaluate the number and value of loans that have been
issued, the number of investments that have been made, and the influence of changes to
conversion rates



The marketing team is able to track lead generation, monitor the success of campaigns,
and measure web pages or messages that are returning the best results



The sales team can review the business opportunities that are converting to new customers



The underwriting team is able to track the number of borrowers that are moving through
the underwriting process, and validate lending decisions and loan applications
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“QVSource has given us the ability to assess the impact of our
online presence, and think about how to make improvements. We
can present business intelligence dashboards on screens around
the office, analyse the data in real-time, and make strategic business decisions as a result.”
Jingyi, Business Data Analytics,
Funding Circle
The QVSource Google Analytics Connector has had
a positive impact on the
performance of many departments within Funding
Circle

Read more success stories at www.qvsource.com/case-studies
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Free Trial
Visit www.qvsource.com for a
free, fully functional trial of
QVSource.
Download our free Starter
QlikView Applications and
discover actionable Business
Intelligence that will transform
your organisation.

We’re Social
Twitter.com/qvsource

Industrial CodeBox, an award-winning Qlik Technology Partner, has been providing QlikView integration-related products and services for many years. The company originally developed the QlikView WorkBench and Sharepoint Web Parts, which later became integrated into the official QlikView product. Industrial CodeBox now focuses on helping companies extract business intelligence
from social media and business web APIs.
At Qonnections 2014, Industrial CodeBox was awarded the inaugural Qlik Technology Partner of
the Year award.

About QVSource
QVSource is Industrial CodeBox’s flagship product, a suite of connectors that communicate with a
wide range of online services. QVSource allows an analysis of the impact of social media and other channels on revenue stream performance, by interconnecting with online services and feeding
the data into QlikView.
QVSource has a wide range of connectors, including:

 Blue Yonder

 Mailbox (POP3/IMAP)

 Facebook Insights

 MailChimp

 Facebook Pages & Groups

 MongoDB

 File Transfer (FTP/SFTP)

 Notifier

 General JSON/XML/SOAP Web APIs

 OData

 Google AdSense

 Sentiment & Text Analytics

 Google AdWords

 SugarCRM

Call: +44 (0)844 4874171

 Google Analytics

 Twingly

Email: support@qvsource.com

 Google DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP)

 Twitter

Visit: www.qvsource.com

 Google Drive & Spreadsheets

 YouTube Analytics
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Industrial CodeBox Ltd
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WR9 9AY
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 Google Prediction

 YouTube Data

 Klout

 See more at www.qvsource.com
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What People Think of QVSource
At Industrial CodeBox we work hard to ensure that we provide high quality solutions that are easy
to use and trouble-free and backed up by the very best support experience.
We think we’re doing a good job, but don’t just take our word for it.
We have hundreds of online recommendations from users, with more than 50 5-star reviews on
QlikMarket, which are an indication of how well received QVSource has been within the QlikView
community.
Visit www.qvsource.com/Case-Studies for more success stories.
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